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1 Introduction

Since 1999 the usage of p2p file-sharing systems has steadily increased, bring-
ing with it an increased amount of interest in how these systems function.
This has been a double edged sword, as interest come from both well-meaning
users as well as more adversarial parties aiming to sabotage these systems.
A modern decentralized file-sharing system needs. to take the motivations of
adversaries and risks for legitimate users of the system into account. Tribler
is one of such decentralized file-sharing systems that aims to provide users
with a robust and censorship-proof service.

In this paper we demonstrate the various ways in which existing systems
deal with spam, specifically by making use of votes cast by peers. Our major
contributions are as follows:

• A case study showing how a real-world file-sharing systems makes use
of votes cast by users to improve relevance of search results.

• A survey of different dealings with the potential maliciousness of user-
supplied information.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the
terminology used in the rest of the paper, as well describing the general
challenges plaguing decentralized systems. Section 3 regards a case study
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using Tribler, a real-world fully distributed content sharing and streaming
system. Section 4 outlines the ongoing interplay between state-of-the-art and
adversaries by describing the moving attack surface of spam in distributed
systems, followed by a description of mitigation strategies in Section 5 which
apply only in specific cases. Section 6 gives the concluding remarks of this
paper.

2 Background

TODO: Terminology. Decentralized system architectures were originally
used and actively researched as a means to make systems more robust against
censorship. Properly designed decentralized system can exhibit attributes
such as scalability, trustworthiness and reliability as well.

A key feature of decentralized systems is information sharing. In any but
the most trivial systems, peers can not feasibly share all information available
in the system: Peers need to use information retrieval techniques to find
relevant information. The adversary can influence the process of information
retrieval depending on the specific system architecture. By gaining control
of trusted part of the system, an adversary can choose to ignore, subvert or
simply monitor peer interaction with the decentralized system. This can be
effectively equivalent to denying certain or all peers service or threatening
legal actions to users of such a system.

Modern examples of widely used decentralized systems are the BitCoin
blockchain, p2p networks such as BitTorrent and the Internet itself. Decen-
tralization trends that have been ongoing since the inception of the Internet,
combined with bursts of intense research activity have contributed to a sort
of arms race between designers of decentralized systems and those perceiv-
ing harm by the successful development and deployment of decentralized
systems. This has led to the creation increasingly complex decentralization
schemes, while these adversaries have come up with social, legal and technical
means to prevent designers and users of these systems from being successful
in going about their businessTODO: REFS/footnotes!?.

3 Information retrieval in Tribler

Tribler started out as fork of Yet Another BitTorrent Client, aiming to use
social networks to enhance the user experience. Active research has extended
Tribler to make it a tool for researchers of decentralized systems to run
experiments in the real world. Tribler is compatible with other BitTorrent
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clients TODO: CIT NEEDED. Users of Tribler can discover content from
other peers via a gossip protocolTODO: [?]. Tribler search functionality
focuses on three key requirements: fast results, correct results and spam
protection 1.

3.1 Communities

Tribler is extendable by introducing communities. A Tribler community is
a network overlay via which peers can exchange predefined messages. The
SearchCommunity is a Tribler community used to share and receive partial
torrent files, allowing users to actually search for content on the Tribler
network in a decentralized manner. Each user can have any number of
content-channels associated with them. A content channel is essentially a
collection of torrent files, as well as an assorted list of subscribers [17]. The
AllChannel community stores users’ vote preference for content channels, and
shares known votes among peers, allowing for filtering based via a distributed
moderation system2. A vote can either be positive (or "favorite"), or negative
(or "spam"), as defined by the VoteCast protocol TODO: {Footnote or ref?}.
Tribler also allows peers to change their mind at a later time and revoke their
vote. Changes in voting preferences are propagated over the network via a
gossip protocol.

3.2 Voting data

Tribler stores the current beliefs about of the vote counts per channel in a
local database, allowing for offline analysis of voting behaviour within the
network. We need an understanding of user voting behavior to evaluate how
resilient Tribler is to vote-based spam.

The storage scheme as of this writing allows us to create a coarse overview
of how popular each content channel is by calculating an effective vote count
per channel. We subtract the number of ’spam’ votes from the number of
’favorite’ votes for a specific channel, reaching a number of effective votes.

3.3 Analysis

The VoteCast data crawled from the AllChannel over several hours allows
us to see how popularity is distributed over the channels in Tribler. Looking
at Figure 1, we see that a channel on average has 127 votes, with only 45

1https://www.tribler.org/ContentSearch/
2TODO: Not sure if this is still true, ask Martijn
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channels having more than 1000 votes. The gathered data leads us to the
conclusion that there are a handful of reasonably popular channels, and a
myriad of less-popular channels.

Figure 1: TODO: Re-make the nice xkcd plot

3.4 Votes over time

Giving a closer look to the gathered VoteCast data reveals that there exist
two clusters of votes which predate the existence of Tribler, and by extension
VoteCast, by respectively 28 and 6 years. It can be assumed that these
anomalies are either the result of either a bug or a curious user testing the
limit of the VoteCast validation logic. These findings have no bearing on
further elaboration of vote-spam behaviour in Tribler. See Figure 2 for the
raw plot of this data, including the anomalous past votes.

Figure 3 shows how votes are distributed when properly filtered. We see
that the first few votes were steadily cast, after which the bigger group of
users started using the VoteCast system. 3

4 Defining the area of attack

Denying users of a decentralized systems services can be as simple as dis-
connecting individual users from the system. If this is technically, legally or

3TODO: Coincide with release?
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Figure 2: TODO: Add proper clustering

Figure 3: TODO: Add proper clustering
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politically infeasible, an adversary might even try to shut down all services by
launching a DDoS attack [10], conducted either in the open or anonymously.

Properly designed voting systems can alleviate some of the more serious
weaknesses seen in most file-sharing systems. As seen in the Tribler case
study, even voting systems that employ proven cryptographic methods are
sometimes abused or circumvented. Another potential issue with basing
spam prevention measures on active user participation is that users might
not be properly incentivized to act for the greater good of the system.

In this section we aim to give an overview of the measures adversaries
have taken to prevent users from finding relevant content by spamming some
part of the service. Machinations to prevent attack vectors from being suc-
cessful can be broadly categorized in one of two types. The first one is to
prevent or disincentivize an adversary from exhibiting the malicious behav-
ior. The second type mitigates and/or isolates the effects of the malicious
behavior such that benign users can make use of the service unhindered.

4.1 Index poisoning and routing table poisoning

A relatively simple way of preventing a user from downloading certain con-
tent is making sure the user has no way of finding said content. As described
in [16], index poisoning can take place when users depend on other, poten-
tially malicious users for locating content. Index poisoning takes place when
users have no way to distinguish content advertised by malicious vs coop-
erative users. Index poisoning is effective because an adversary only has
to advertise non-existing or corrupt locations of content, after which a naive
user will start the expensive process of following up on finding this advertised
content.

If an adversary is able to advertise the misinformation in a superior way,
this can lead to users repeatedly trying to make use of the corrupted index
information before eventually stumbling on a correctly advertised piece of
content by happenstance. By then, the damage is done, as most proper
decentralized file-sharing systems rely on other users dealing with the same
piece of content before being able to download it.

Another issue starts to rear its head when an adversary is able to con-
tribute and sustain large enough of ostensibly cooperative peers to the net-
work. the routing table poi. As long as no malicious behavior is undertaken
or detected, adversary-controlled nodes start to become entwined in the dis-
tributed routing tables of normal users. An adversary can employ this posi-
tion of power to monitor traffic, or even deny services to any subset of users,
or event deny services related to a specific piece of content [11].
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A way to deal with index- and routing table poisoning is to routinely
determine misleading information, and purge it from local information stores.
The advantages of this approach are two-fold. First of all, the peer will no
longer make use of misleading information, and secondly the peer will no
longer contribute to the problem by distributing the misleading information.

The challenge then becomes to identify with reasonable certainty which
pieces of information are misleading. The authors of [5] propose a quorom-
based approach, where TODO: {how to summarise quorom? Rewrite wrt
standardised notation}.

4.2 Content poisoning

An orthogonal method for the adversary to deny users of p2p networks ser-
vices is to actively flood the network with mislabeled content. Compared to
the index poisoning and routing table poisoning method, this method does
actually lead to content being available on the network [9]. If the content
has to be downloaded in its entirety before a user is able to determine its
authenticity, this can quickly lead to entire swarms of peers downloading
and in turn sharing spam. One way of dealing with content poisoning is by
estimating the probability of the content being authentic.

To estimate the pollution of a file-sharing network, the authors of [9]
differentiate between natural and intentional pollution, but conclude that
natural pollution is usually limited to a negligible amount. A crawler collects
metadata an availability information on the content in a certain network in
a best-effort to create a snapshot. TODO: explain heuristic for identifying
polluters

• TODO: Firewall

• TODO: NAT

• TODO: Prefix + prefix-merging

Credence [14] introduces the concept of object-based reputation as a way
to estimate content authenticity. A simple voting protocol is used where a
vote consists of (〈i, v〉k,K, where;

• i is the hashed identifier for a content item

• v is the value of the cast vote, with v ∈ −1,+1

• (K, k) represents a public-private key-pair of a specific user
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In principle, an adversary can employ a Sybil attack [3] and generate
multiple key-pairs (K, k) to quickly generate lots of misleading votes. A gate-
keeper mechanism that disincentivizes joining the network multiple times in
rapid succession would alleviate this issue, such as a cryptographic challenge.

Semantically, Credence assumes a positive vote to be a vote of confi-
dence that the content is authentic; they do not have to be indicative of
popularity. Cooperative peers will generally consistently vote to correctly
classify authentic and non-authentic content. Credence uses a weighted av-
erage scheme to estimate the authenticity of each content item based on the
collected votes. Using the set of content items on which two peers both
voted, a local weight is assigned as follows: Assuming that all cooperative
peers vote in a similar fashion, then a coefficient between peers A and B
defined by:

θ = (p− ab)/
√
a(1− a)b(1− b) (1)

, where:

• a is the fraction of votes where A voted positively

• b is the fraction of votes where B voted positively

• p is the fraction of votes where both A and B voted positively

• θ is a correlation coefficient, with θ ∈
[
− 1, 1

]
When A and B tend to agree, that is, θ ≥ 0.5, a vote has a weight of θ. In
all other cases, a vote gets a weight of 0.4

An alternative approach to Credence is Scrubber. Scrubber [2] allows
for swift punishment of malicious users, while still allowing redemption. It
operates on the assumption that at least 25% of users react to punishment
by removing the polluted content from the network. TODO: why 25?.

4.3 Tag spam

Tagging is the process of annotating content with a tag. P2p systems can
benefit from tagging by providing a self-regulating fine-grained filter. When
tags are properly applied to content, search performance should go up.

SpamResist [22] follows a scheme similar to Credence and Sorcery [19],
albeit applied to tag clouds. By dividing peers in two groups, the unfamiliar
peers and the interacted peers, two different heuristics with widely different

4TODO: {worst-case? (all +, or all -, no overlap???)
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characteristics can be applied. SpamClean [21] is another way to combat tag
spam 5. SpamLimit [1]. . . 6

4.4 Collusion/sybil votes-spam

If the assumption holds that colluders act in detectable patterns, techniques
employed for identifying Web link farm spam pages can also be employed on
partial views of a network [15], [8]. TODO: {Describe WHAT collusion is,
and HOW to detect it.}

SumUp [13] is one the systems designed to be resilient against large
swaths of colluding malicious users. It limits the amount of influence col-
luders have by introducing a bastardized version of the MaxFlow problem.
TODO: How is this different from Pim’s work?

TorrentTrust [12] extends upon the Credence system by taking into ac-
count user trust. The authors also incorrectly state that Credence is by
definition a centralized scheme with a centralized certificate issuer. This is
arguably the case for the implementation of Credence, but [14] clearly states
that any different gate-keeping scheme can be used. TODO: {After finalizing
Credence notation, extend this part with the changes to Credence to make
TorrentTrust work}.

4.5 Insensitive users

Most of the theoretical models rely on two central assumptions:

1. Cooperative users vote in a similar way, properly classifying spam vs
authentic content.

2. Cooperative users vote.

The authors of [7] challenge both of these assumptions in an empirical
study. As the first assumption can be seen as a stronger one than the second,
disproving the second also allows the first to shown as optimistic in realistic
scenarios.

As a corollary, this also means that cooperative users often help polluters
spread misinformation and spam in the network.

• [7] TODO: 20/80 rule

• TODO: Awareness
5TODO: What is ’the cosine technique’?
6TODO: Compare SpamLimit vs SpamResist vs SpamClean
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This lack of active and informed user participation motivated the design
choices in [18]. TODO: summary -> text.

5 Novel mitigation strategies

This section provides an overview of mitigation strategies to deter or limit
the effect an adversary can have on the quality of service of the file-sharing
system. Having defined the plethora of ways in which an decentralized file-
sharing system can be abuses and secured in Section 4.

Most p2p networks have users use information contained within the sys-
tem to determine which peers to trust. This can be problematic for users
who only joined the network recently, as they might not have all the infor-
mation to correctly categorize peers they interact with. The situation turns
into a bootstrap problem, where

A different approach allows for using out-of-band information to enrich
the information gathered from within the system. One such system is Sorcery
as introduced in [19] and [20], adding social network information as a source
of baseline truth, thereby addressing the bootstrap problem. Sorcery uses
this baseline truth to issue challenges to peers of which no prior knowledge is
available. Comparing challenge responses to the baseline truth allows each
peer to estimate a relative reliability ϑ connected peer in the network. 7

6 Conclusions

TODO: Everything does not work. It totally should. TODO: Categorize:

• [6]

• [4]
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